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Conveniently located at the heart of the charming 
city of White Rock, the new 4-story apartment 
complex located at 1293 Best Street is close to 
everything one might need for a perfect work-life 
balance. Not only is The Heights apartment complex 
located near the White Rock Shopping Center, City 
Hall, and popular White Rock Beach, but is also close 
to White Rock Elementary School and is across the 
street from the Salvation Army Church.

The Height apartments project was completed by our 
partners at Phoenix Fire who were able to leverage 
their strong relationship with the contractor and 
developer. Maple Armor’s innovative products and 
cost-effective solutions proved to be ideal for this 
project. 

The Heights’ new system now features Maple 
Armor’s flagship FW106 fire alarm control panel; 
the FW122 annunciator; the FW511 smoke detector; 
the FW521 heat detector; the FW721 manual station; 
the FW961 and FW962 Horn/Strobes. The system 
also required FW811 input modules; FW831 relay 
modules; and FW851 isolator modules.

Thanks to the user-friendliness of our systems, 
the installation was completed smoothly, and the 
programming and verification were done efficiently. 
We are so pleased to hear of happy customers who 
were grateful for the technical support available to 
them and how fast the product was delivered and 
installed.

About Maple Armor

Founded in Montreal, QC in 2011, Maple Armor designs and manufactures 
addressable fire alarm systems. We’re excited to provide high quality and 

cost effective options, with the reliability of Canadian engineering. 
We work closely with our clients to develop our products because 

we know how important it is to meet their individual needs. 
We’re very proud that the work we do protects lives every 

day, and that passion for our industry is what drives us 
to maintain the highest level of quality and reliability. 


